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Only one pop star can win two Billboard awards and make an outstanding appearance at an event in Las Vegas. Not that I'm there, and this is Ariana Grande. I may be long, but it's not possible to be able to range from San Jose, CA, to Las Vegas, NV at a time that would take to slingshot Ariana back and
forth between two places at once (though that really sounds like a fun music video idea). Instead, the singer released a pre-taped performance from sweetener, which still managed to move to Billboard's list of the night's best performances. Happy @bbmas day, everybody! So I wish you were with you in
person tonight,' Ariana wrote on Twitter. Thank @billboard for all your endless support, love and for performing for you remotely from a sweeter world tour. We love you. Happy @bbmas day, everybody! I wish I was with you in person tonight. Thank @billboard for all your endless support, love and for
being performing for you remotely from a sweeter world tour. ?? We love you. pic.twitter.com/YVb2hUqmte: Ariana Grande (@ArianaGrande) May 1, 2019 You can still catch the singer's remote performance thanks to the magic of Twitter, and which she performed 7 Rings and a bonus rendition of Be
Alright courtesy of T-Mobile.Currently in between tour stops (she performed in Portland, OR on April 30 and is gearing up for her San Jose performance Thursday night), you know my girl did a little of shopping on her day off. She was spotted with fans at a store called Black & Brown in San Jose, CA.
Don't ask me how I managed to fit so elegantly into a cowboy hat - I'll never tell. On Instagram Story, Ari posted more hat content and proved she tuned into the BBMA when she showed off a video of Mariah Carey on stage accepting the Icon Award.If Ariana can win awards from a completely different
place, then just imagine what we can achieve in person at next night's stop. I'd better see you there. English singer Ella Mai has never been one to shut up from view. That says she didn't miss the mark on the red carpet - not once. The secret to her beauty success is, in our view, the way she tailors her
current styles and products to her personal style. Everything she does is very similar to her – cool, confident and unposable. It's all very inspiring. Last night, she walked the red carpet at the Billboard Music Awards, dressed in a tall, structured, eye-popped top knot with a glossy strawberry lip. It was just
the kind of standout you'd expect from someone who was nominated for six separate awards (then he won three - a superb R&B song, a best R&B artist and a top R&B artist, period). The look was created by hairdresser Kahh Spence and makeupist Emily Cheng. We love being creative and
experimenting with color for special events because Ella keeps her tour looking au naturale, Cheng said. The dress, which was all black, allowed us to really go for every color. I had a few options in wanted to create a jewel similar to pops of color with fresh shiny skin. Focal was definitely lips, but your
eyes also had a lot of layers, so it wasn't your regular neutral eye. Continue scrolling to see which products have been used to create Mai's appearance, and see the exclusive background photo log. Emily Cheng This was the setting for the look. As you can see, Cheng has brought a variety of drugstore
products to a glam session, which we unpack with enthusiasm (it's no secret that we love a good negotiating product). But first, we need to talk about how Cheng prepped Mai's skin. AVYA Day Skin Care Moisturiser SPF $20 $85 Store Start with hot facial steam towel, says Cheng. Then it's on products
from luxury skincare brand AVYA. First, the brand was The Night Moisturiser with Vitamin A ($95), which is a rich and hydrated cream to promote natural radiation. Then, with AVYA Night Wet, I dried an organic cotton dry face mask and put on a mask. I like AVYA products because they aim at the path of
melanin with a unique blend of turmeric, neem and warrior for the whole ional end to complexion and perfect for preparing the inflows... Let this sit for about 10 minutes, followed by another hot steaming towel. Then I take off the towel completely, he explains. When it was the second time Mai's skin had
been toweled, Cheng used the brand Name Anti-Aging Power Serum ($110). This is vitamin C, which brightens the skin and provides a little natural glow. After adding a Day Moisturizer ($85) above, Cheng applied a little AVYA's Eye Bright Cream with caffeine ($75) around Mai's eyes to camouflage any
dark circles that might be preying on. The whole team lived a lot on planes, so that's what it takes, says Cheng. Can you feel the darkness? Her skincare preparation was all about inducing natural radiation and lighting. The key is to make sure that everything is fully absorbed and the skin feels moist with
a satin finish. It was only after Maina's skin was properly filled that Cheng began applying makeup. She started with Revlon's PhotoReady Rose Glow Primer ($14) because a little extra radiation didn't hurt anyone. She put it all over her face, except the T-zone, as her goal was glowing and stuffed - not
shiny and greasy. Next time, it's time for a foundation. Cheng used Revlono's Photoready Candid Foundation, which - get this - only $6 for a pipe. That's just a fraction of the price of other foundations worth red carpets. Ella's got amazing skin, so using Revlon's PhotoReady Candid foundation sheered out
is great and for areas that need a little extra coverage, the product builds really nice without ever looking hard. Revlon Photoready Candid Foundation $6 Shop For a flushing color, tap on the minimum amount of Revlon Cheek Flushing Tint in Starstruck ($9) on apple cheeks and buff out with blush brush.
(Side note: this cheek tint is a super beautiful coral pink off to make up for it wait until we touch the summer). Finally, I use my fingers and dab/blend Revlon ColorStay Infinite Glow highlighter in gold ($11) on the cheek bone, explains Cheng. After ree.B.A., after getting a makeup on her eyes and fluffy
eyebrows, Cheng switched to his lips. Aside from Maine's structural upper knot, her bold strawberry lip was certainly a standout element of her overall look. The exact lip color cheng used was (no surprise) from Revlon. Revlon Ultra HD Matte Lip Mousse Hyper Matte $10 Shop I started with revlon
Colorstay Lip Liner in Sienna ($9) all to get a deep brown base and then I used Revlon Ultra HD Hyper Matte Lip Mousse in Red Hot ($10). Here's the key to achieving Mai's diffused 'just bitten' lip color: you need to blend the edges. Buff in the edges and around the edges with a stick completely wiped the
wasp, there is no redundant product that could smear the contoured lip line, explains Cheng. I wanted soft soft edges vs. sharp line. Although it's a brighter shade, it still looks dissecable. Emily Cheng Here is a photo of Cheng in action, which uses lip color directly from the tube before pouring the edges
out for a slick-like look. We like the red goirt vivd strawberries. We like the fact that he's only going to give us $10 more. Emily Cheng Here's a last look at Ella Mai as she hits the Billboard Music Awards red carpet. We only have one word to describe: astonishing. This is further proof that you don't have to
spend a lot of money on makeup products to achieve the result of professional looks. Forgive us when we go shopping for makeup from the pharmacy's front. Then take a look at the 16 most beautiful beauty looks at the Billboard Music Awards, from Taylor Swift's monochrome lilac lilac to Priyanka's
smokey eyes by Priyanke Chopra. Skip the navigation! How should we pick The Top Artist of the Year at the Billboard Music Awards when the finalists are some of the top earning chart toppers found in the music industry? (I know this is a lot of tops). At Sunday's Billboard Music Awards, a publication
called Taylor Swift is the top artist of the year, which isn't really such a big surprise, is it? Swift was up against Ariana Grande, One Direction, Katy Perry and Sam Smith, but was eventually named top artist, accepting the award on stage, cheered by industry colleagues and her super best friends. Swift
won this award arguably the least surprising outcome from the five nominees, purely because Swift was a finalist in the category. If we didn't nominate her, it would be a reassion, who could take the prize home. 1989 was Swift's first all-pop album, and to say it was well received, it would be like saying
that Kanye is somehow a Beyoncé fan. Swift sold her last two albums in such a short time frame in 1989; for sales of 4,160 million copies of red, it took just 19 weeks to sell 4,505 million copies in 1989 , according to Billboard as of March 13 (so only continues to grow). Ethan Miller/Getty Images
Entertainment/Getty ImagesAll was a great night for Swift. In addition to winning top artist, Swift has gone with eight awards, including Top Female Artist, Top Billboard 200 Album, Top Billboard 200 Artist, Top Hot 100 Artist, Top Digital Songs Artist, Billboard Chart Achievement and Top Streaming Song.

yes, she was pretty busy with the Top Prizes at BBMAs, but they totally deserved it, didn't they? Then, of course, there was the video of the premiere of Bad Blood, which knocked the whole world off its feet (it wasn't confirmed, but very likely). It featured every woman in Hollywood, as Swift and friends are
the definition of #SquadGoals.Swift has remained true to herself in the now familiar audience dance, as this is not a prize show if Swift doesn't dance in the audience. She had some really amazing things to say in speeches outside the Top Artist Artist Awards. She made a night about the girl's power. She
thanked all her wonderful friends for what I would like to be friends with. She also thanked all the amazing young girls she works with online, because Taylor Swift is one of us! In her acceptance speech, Swift gave a shout out to recent graduates (especially her brother). She said: 'Honour is what we have
achieved, but it also reminds us that we have so much to learn, we have so much more to achieve, the more we have to fight for it. When it comes to the person who dominated music this year, it's Taylor Swift's hands down. It's been a real year for Taylor Swift since 2006, but we all want to be at Taylor's
Club late (as Molly Ringwald said). Photo: Giphy Giphy
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